SHORT MATURITY MUNI AND
LOW DURATION TAXABLE
COMMENTARY – FOURTH QUARTER 2019
M ACRO OVERVIEW
2019 wrapped up with renewed optimism for a possible phase one trade deal between China and the United
States. This, in part, helped U.S. equities stage an impressive Q4 rally, bringing returns for the full year above
30% (S&P 500). The Federal Reserve continued easing during the quarter, cutting overnight interest rates an
additional 25bps at their October meeting. In total, the Fed cut rates 3 times (75bps cumulative) during the
year, a stark reversal from their policy stance heading into 2019. Bond yields ended Q4 marginally higher;
however, for the calendar year rates were lower by approximately 90bps on the front-end of the curve and
nearly 80bps out 10 years. Looking ahead, the Fed appears to be on hold while the U.S. economy remains on
stable footing, but global economic weakness persists.
• Recent geopolitical risks in the Middle East and any renewed political posturing ahead of signing a trade deal
are the most likely catalysts for market volatility heading into Q1 ‘20.
• Markets have largely dismissed the House’s decision to impeach the President, labeling it political
gamesmanship. Popular narrative suggests there are not enough votes in the Senate to convict President
Trump.
• The Fed remains constructive on U.S. job market and overall growth; their most recent forecast sees GDP up
2% in ’20. Fed Funds forecasts suggest the Fed will be on hold in ’20 with a single hike taking place in ’21.

M ARKET DYNAMICS
With the Federal Reserve concluding what they described as mid-cycle “insurance” rate cuts, front-end market
participants had one less variable to contend with to close out the quarter. In fact, short-term interest rates
have since traded in a tight (~ 10bps) range as the market now sees no further action from the central bank
through 2020. In fact, the market is pricing in less than a 20% chance that the committee moves off the current
range of 1.50-1.75% over the next 12+ months. While our current outlook does not expect any near-term
moves by the Fed, the bias would likely be toward lower rates given the potential risks facing the market. This
stable to lower interest rate environment continues to support the strategies’ neutral-to-slightly long maturity
positioning targets.
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P ERFORMANCE N OTES
For the quarter, the short maturity municipal strategy produced total returns slightly behind the benchmark as
scarce front-end supply and strong demand limited opportunities to add yield. The low duration taxable
strategy outperformed the benchmark over the period, benefiting from the strong year-end rally in risk assets
that saw corporate spreads tighten further. For the year, the composites for both strategies saw better than
benchmark performance. Short maturity municipal continues to target reinvestment in the 3-4 year range
where Muni-to-UST ratios are more attractive. Within the low duration taxable strategy, deliberate maturity
extensions throughout the year have helped generate positive price returns as short rates have steadily
declined.
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thus supporting the strategies’ neutral-toslightly long maturity positioning targets.”
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Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results. Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no
assurance that the future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or product made reference to directly or indirectly in this piece, will be
profitable, equal any corresponding indicated historical performance level(s), or be suitable for your portfolio. Due to various factors, including changing market
conditions, the content may no longer be reflective of current opinions or positions. Moreover, you should not assume that any discussion of information contained
in this piece serves as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized advice from Caprin Asset Management. To the extent that a reader has any questions
regarding the applicability to their situation of any specific issue discussed above, they are encouraged to consult with the professional advisor of their choosing. A
copy of our current written disclosure statement discussing our advisory services and fees is available for review upon request.

